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Smartwatch Sport J2 Star XO (Black)
The  XO  Sport  J2  Star  Smartwatch  is  a  smart  sports  watch  with  a  stylish  appearance  and  a  range  of  indispensable  functions  such  as
Bluetooth  calls,  heart  rate,  pressure,  calories,  rest  time  measurement,  and  more.  Additionally,  the  smartwatch  has  a  water-drinking
reminder feature,  personalized reminder settings,  gesture control,  support  for  social  media and messaging apps,  and more.  The large
1.65-inch display with a 240 x 284 IPS resolution and very narrow bezels ensures that all details are displayed clearly. IP68 means that
the watch is completely dust-tight and resistant to splashes, rain, and immersion in water. The working time is between 5 and 7 days,
and the charging time is only 2 hours, so you can continuously receive information about your health. The device is made of zinc alloy
and tempered glass, ensuring its durability.
 
Health Monitoring
The XO Sport J2 Star Smartwatch is not just an ordinary watch. With it, you can monitor your health at various levels. Heart rate, blood
pressure, and calories burned measurement are just some of the available options. You can also monitor your sleep, rest time, distance
covered, and also receive water-drinking reminders. Take care of your health with XO J2!
 
Dust and Water Resistance
The smartwatch is not only stylish but also durable. Thanks to the IP68 certification, it is completely dust-proof and resistant to splashes,
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rain,  and immersion in water.  It  is  the ideal companion both during workouts and in everyday life.  Made of high-quality zinc alloy and
tempered glass,  this  watch is  ready for  various challenges.  It  will  be a fantastic  companion during workouts –  it’s  sweat-resistant  and
offers 20 sports for professional sports analysis.
 
Long Working Time
From 5 to 7 days - that's the continuous working time of the watch, allowing you to monitor your health and results almost for a week. In
standby mode with the screen off, the watch can last 30 days. The charging time of the 240mAh polymer battery is only two hours.
 
Personalization
The XO Sport J2 Star Smartwatch allows you to personalize its appearance. You can choose from different styles of traditional and digital
dials, so the watch matches your taste. What's more, you have the ability to upload your own photos from your phone and set them as
the watch dial, giving it a unique character. Additionally, the watch can be paired with a smartphone via Bluetooth, allowing access to
contacts and phone calls.
 
Voice Assistant
One of the most advanced features of the XO Sport J2 Star smartwatch is the built-in voice assistant. It operates on the basis of artificial
intelligence and allows voice commands to be issued to the watch. This is a great solution when you need to quickly check the weather,
set  a  reminder,  or  send  a  text  message  without  having  to  use  the  smartphone  keyboard.  The  voice  assistant  adds  convenience  and
allows you to focus on other activities.
 
Messengers
With the XO Sport J2 Star smartwatch, you can stay up-to-date with the most important news and notifications from popular social media
platforms.  Integrated  apps  such  as  WeChat,  QQ,  Facebook,  Twitter,  Instagram,  Skype,  WhatsApp,  and  others  enable  you  to  read
messages without having to take your phone out of your pocket. This is an ideal solution when you are in the middle of a workout or have
your hands full.
 
The set includes:
Watch
Charging Cable
Silicone Strap (length 220mm, adjustable length 145 - 190mm)
	Brand
	XO
	Model
	XO-J2
	Color
	Black
	RAM Memory
	192kB, ROM: 256kB, flash: 65M
	Compatible Platforms and Requirements
	Android 4.4 (inclusive) and above, iOS 9.0 (inclusive) and above
	Application
	FitCloudPro
	Functions
	Heart rate, sleep, pressure, rest, distance, pressure, burned calories, water-drinking reminder, do not disturb mode, reminders, gesture
control, phone search, Bluetooth, WeChat, QQ, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Skype, WhatsApp, Line, Kakao Talk, etc.,
	Languages
	Polish, Ukrainian, Russian, English,
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Preço:

Antes: € 35.4978

Agora: € 33.51

Atividades e lazer, Smartwatches
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